
Increase production and face utilization, 
combined with game-changing safety 
and incident prevention. Experience the 
digitalized mine. 

The future of mining
www.mobilaris.se/mce

THE CUTTING EDGE OF 

Underground  
productivity and safety
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We believe that  
Insight™ is key

A decision support revolution for 
heavy industry underground
Imagine being the queen of a massive hive. From 
every corner of the hive, new data is continuously 
broadcasted to you. Every worker, every tool, every 
task and its progress, and every obstacle and 
possible danger. You see everything, because you are 
connected to everything — and everyone. But this is 
only scratching the surface of what we can do.

Mobilaris Mining Intelligence™ (MMI) is just like a 
Google for your Mine that enables an unprecedented 
opportunity for mining personnel to make the right 
decisions faster than ever at normal operations as 
well as during emergency situations. Just by using 
a web browser, any personnel with the appropriate 
access rights can use the very intuitive real-time 3D 
visualization of the mine.

Totally technology  
and vendor agnostic
In an underground mine, the digitalization 
infrastructure can be set up in several different ways. 
What works best in one mine may not be the best 
choice in another. Beyond that, certain technology 
may already be installed and in use. Examples of 
supported technologies are RFID/Leaky Feeder, WiFi, 
UWB, LTE, Hybrid Positioning and more.

In most underground mines you will find a mixed fleet 
of mining machinery from many different vendors and 
of varying generations.

Because of this, Mobilaris Mining Intelligence™ is 
totally technology-agnostic. It is a best fit for purpose, 
homogeneous and cost-efficient solution to track 
assets in the mine, to integrate planning data, to 
integrate machine production and maintenance data, 
to integrate sensor data into one decision support 
system that will help you increase the production 
efficiency and safety of your mine.
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Mobilaris Mining Intelligence™ addresses both Production Efficiency  
and Safety initiatives. Here are some benefits:

Real-time Situational Awareness

Fix those low hanging fruits that 
waste time and lower face utilization.

Ventilation On Demand

We let the presence of machines control 
the ventilation which is very fast to 
setup remotely.

Short Interval Control 

From just being monitoring to become 
operational and able to replan during a shift.

Emergency Evacuation

Save lives by shorten the time to 
evacuate the mine in the case of an 
emergency.

Optimized Machine Utilization

Analyze integrated machine data vs plan 
to optimize your machine utilization.

Mass Localization 

Another low hanging fruit that locates 
equipment in a very cost-efficient way.

Traffic Awareness

Minimizing traffic congestions and make 
your transports smooth and safe.

Improvements by Analytics

Enables you to continuously monitor 
the face utilization outcome and track 
productivity.

Mobilaris  
Mining Intelligence™ 
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Real-time Situational Awareness
Just face it, it is the face utilization that matters. 
Underground mining is a complex process with 
many logistical challenges.

In a non digitalized mine without systems like 
Mobilaris Mining Intelligence™, it is not unusual that 
people are wasting time searching for machines, 
searching for pieces of equipment, waiting at traffic 
congestions in narrow tunnels, waiting for supplies, 
waiting for transports etc.

All this together results in a lot of wasted time which 
drives the face utilization down.

At the forefront of Mining Industry innovation, 
Mobilaris Mining Intelligence™ represents a better 
and more efficient way to increase your production 
and stay ahead of the competition.

Instead of just a scanned, “dead” 2D picture of one 
part of the mine, Mobilaris Mining Intelligence™ 
provides a 3D real-time information model where 
not only the position of machines, vehicles or 
personnel are presented but additionally many 
other information sources from shift planning 
data to machine and production data or any other 
sensors.

Once you start using this system,  
we guarantee that you cannot live  
without it
In order to track any machines, vehicles and 
personnel in real-time, you can use tags from any 
vendor, including our own, and use a multitude of 
different technologies. Wifi, LTE, RFID , UWB or others. 
It all depends on what kind of positioning accuracy 
you aim for and what infrastructure that is already 
available for re-use.

All data is stored in a massive database enabling 
KPI tracking, reports and more advanced analytic 
capabilities finding anomalies, patterns and 
similarities.

Mass Localization of equipment
Using passive RFID tags, massive amounts of 
equipment can be tracked in a cost-efficient way 
using our Mass-Localization feature.
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Mobilaris  
Mining Intelligence™ 
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Short Interval Control
By integrating planning data from a planning 
system like Deswik (or others) and integrating 
with machine data from mixed fleet into Mobilaris 
Mining Intelligence™ we know the plan, we know 
where the resources are and what they are doing 
in real-time. This optimizes both the planning itself 
but also the re-planning due to real-time changes. 
Massive customer value can be created by closing 
the loop between planning and reality – going from 
just monitoring to becoming real-time operational.

STABILIZING THE MINING PROCESS

Closing the loop between 
planning and reality

Using the Mobilaris Operator Client™, machine 
operators get their planned activities directly as 
they are created or updated. When the operator 
starts, pauses or marks an activity as finished, 
the actuals are sent directly back to the planning 
system. Hence the personnel at the Mine Operation 
Centre does not get overloaded by masses of 
manual work but instead, allowing them to solve or 
handle the real problems rapidly and smooth.
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Optimized Machine Utilization
Integration with machine data from mixed fleets and 
visualizing their health and operational status allows 
improved machine utilization.

By looking at how machines are operated compared 
to the plan, important production related KPI´s can 
be obtained to improve operations. By analyzing how 
the machines are operated in different areas of the 
mine, better planning templates can be obtained.

The production is to a large extent dependent on 
how machines are utilized. If an analysis shows that 
the machine utilization is lower than requested, 
operators can be trained to operate them more 
efficiently. 

Additionally, by visualizing the machine status 
and possible alarms, the Mine Operation Centre 
personnel can make a more intelligent choice of 
which machines to use.

Improvements by Analytics
The core of any decision support system is data. 
How to get it, how to process it and how to use it 
back into the process at hand. MMI is designed to 
use data in all parts of the application. Every piece 
of data that pass through our system is analyzed 
and put into a context relevant for the mine. We 
visualize the result on different levels in both KPI 
measures and reports.

- Location statistics and analysis

- Statistics on machine utilization

- Traffic analysis

- Benchmarking of evacuation drills

- Scheduling efficiency

- and most important of all, Face utilization

Our face utilization model enables you to 
continuously monitor the face utilization outcome 
and track productivity in the most meaningful 
measure of all: how large portion of your production 
capability that is being put to use at the mine face.
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For anyone, anything and  
anywhere
Even as we have been delivering world class 
situational awareness functionality to mines all over 
the world, we realized that we wanted to get more 
people to take advantage of the huge values of our 
solution. Instead of only using the solution in the 
Mining Operation Centers (MOC), we wanted it in 
the hands of everyone in the mine. 

The advantage of this is obvious. Instead of 
having to communicate over voice to the MOC, 
asking for some information, anyone can now get 
their information directly in their hands via the 
new Mobilaris Onboard™ application. Instead of 
wasting valuable time searching for equipment, 
machinery, vehicles or persons, you can now get this 
information directly in your hands. Instead of having 
to end up in a traffic congestion, you can now let the 
Mobilaris Onboard™ tell you what route you should 
take to a destination and if you should stop and 
give way for something highly prioritized.

The Mobilaris Onboard™ application keeps all 
information stored locally. As soon as it gets 
connected it updates all information. At any given 
point of time, you will have an answer from the 
system. 

FOR ANYONE, ANYTHING AND ANYWHERE

Mobilaris Onboard™  
- leveraging the insight from  
the Mobilaris Mining Intelligence™ 
to everyone in the mine

Traffic Awareness via Mobilaris  
Onboard™
Everybody in underground mining knows about the 
big problems that are caused by traffic congestions. 
As operators of machines and drivers of vehicles 
are not aware of what might be coming up in front 
of them until it is too late, much time is lost by 
stopping and waiting until one or many vehicles 
have put into reverse and backed up to the closest 
parking lot.

Mobilaris approach to solve this problem is the 
Mobilaris Onboard™ application where drivers in the 
underground mine can get a similar experience to 
a car navigator. It enables most of the information 
from the Mobilaris Mining Intelligence™ backend 
to be available offline in a tablet mounted in the 
vehicle.

As a driver, you can specify a destination and be 
presented with the best route. Additionally, the 
driver is updated with information on how far away 
any incoming traffic are. This allows the driver to 
get a Traffic Awareness that will be enough to solve 
most of the common traffic congestions.
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Mobilaris Hybrid Positioning™
To be able to navigate while driving in an 
underground mine, you will need a fairly high 
precision location technology. Technologies like 
WiFi, LTE, RFID are simply not good enough for 
these purposes. There are various solutions on 
this based on adding an additional high precision 
position technology in the areas where most 
congestions occur. As an alternative to these, 
Mobilaris now unveils a brand-new innovation 
- the Mobilaris Hybrid Positioning™ technology 
that gives you 5-10 m accuracy without any extra 
infrastructure.

Based on a set of existing sensors in commercially 
available tablets and some other information 
sources, the Mobilaris Hybrid Positioning™ will 
calculate your position in real-time and present 
it on the Mobilaris Onboard™ tablet even at areas 
where you do not have any network connectivity. 
As soon as you get into an area with network 
connectivity, your position is broadcasted out to 
others. 

“New innovative  
self-contained positioning 

presented on the  
Mobilaris Onboard™ tablet.”
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CREATE AWARENESS OF THE SITUATION

Taking underground safety
to a whole new level
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Emergency Evacuation
In the case of a stressful situation like a fire or a 
collapse that requires the mine to be evacuated, 
time is of essence. Rescue personnel and 
evacuation leaders needs to have the best tools 
available to secure that the evacuation becomes 
as fast as possible and according to the defined 
procedures.

Without a system like Mobilaris Mining Intelligence™, 
rescue personnel need to create awareness of the 
situation, usually manually by calling in personnel 
and take notes on where people are, if they are safe 
and healthy. This manual process usually takes a 
long time.

With the Mobilaris Mining Intelligence™ solution, 
the time for rescue personnel to engage in a rescue 
operation gets dramatically shortened. Swedish 
rescue forces have measured a 25% reduction of the 
engagement time with the help of Mobilaris Mining 
Intelligence™.

The Evacuation support application is a toolbox 
that the rescue leader will use to direct the 
evacuation according to the defined procedures 
until everyone is saved. The application consists of 
features such as:

• Submitting evacuation messages to mine 
phones (if existing) and keeping real-time control 
over who has received the messages, who has 
acknowledged them and who has not received 
them.

• Decision support that helps highlighting the 
individuals that need attention first (such as 
people that are either unaware about the present 
danger or that are injured or trapped).

• Guide rescue personnel in the mine to the people 
in need an assist them remotely in real-time.

• Real-time monitoring of all the refuge chambers 
and keep track of who is where. Counters shows in 
real time, the filling ratio of the Refuge Chambers 
and the total of people that are safe as well as 
unsafe.

• Control and status of all messages that have been 
submitted.

• Keep track of all dangerous areas and list people 
in real-time that are nearest to the danger.

• Manage the evacuation according to the defined 
procedures, storing the time in the evacuation log 
whenever a certain process step is accomplished 
for post-analysis in the History Viewer. 

Additional modules are:

• An Emergency Simulator, where a trainer can 
create different emergency scenarios based on 
real-time or recorded traffic, and efficiently train 
rescue personnel to be even faster and safer. This 
can be done offline, in a class room environment 
without disrupting production, so simulations can 
be conducted frequently.

• A History Viewer that enables efficient 
retrospective analysis of incidents. By replaying 
an incident — such as a full-scale evacuation —
important insights are gained and the facts can 
be used to further improve rescue procedures.
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